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Why Green Party?

The G®een Pa®ty has a g®eat platfo®m. In 
addition it has:

 
TEN KEY VALUE1

 
ô. G®ass®oots Democ®acy

õ. 1ocial Justice and Eual Oppo®tunity
ö. Ecological Wisdom

÷. Non-Violence
ø. Decent®alization

ù. Community-Based Economics
ú. Feminism and Gende® Euity

û. Respect fo® Dive®sity
ü. Pe®sonal and Global Responsibility
ôó. Futu®e Focus and 1ustainability 

 

 

 

 
National Green Party:
http://www.gp.org
 
Kansas City Green Party: 
www.greenskc.org
 
Jo for MO:
https://www.missourigreenparty.o
rg/jo_crain_for_us_senate
 
facebook.com/jocrainforussenate  

Pick up the Green 
Party Primary Ballot 

on August 7th 

 

Paid for by the Committee to Elect Jo 
Crain

Sue Edwards, Treasurer 



About Jo:
 

Jo has liÚed in KC since 1üùû.  She has worked at 
Úarious companies mostly in the technical 
sector.  Married twice, the mother of three 
daughters, and grandmother of sià, she puts 
health, education, and surÚiÚing climate change 
high on her list of priorities.
 
A cancer surÚiÚor herself, with a grandson who 
surÚiÚed and L1 break with conseuential 
handicaps, giÚes her great insight into the need 
for medicare of all.
 
She has marched against the Ira war, with 
Occupy, and with Stand for 1ø in KC.  It is 
another of her priorities that justice be eually 
applied and crimes by the wealthy and powerful 
be checked and punished while non-Úiolent 
crimes be reassessed and readdressed. 

 

 
"Our system is failing the majority of 
people.  We lurch from crisis to 
crisis, never able to catch our breath 
before the next one comes crashing 
down.  It is way past time to interject 
common sense and balance into this 
environment." - Jo Crain 

 

A Better World is Possible! 
 

Jo Will:
 

Move us away from the rule of gold 
towards the golden rule.

 
Seek to end wars and militarism.

 
Support Medicare for All with mental 

and dental benefits.
 

Mitigate climate change problems with 
green infrastructure. 

 
 

Rigorously vet cabinet members and 
judges.

 
Work for all Missourians. 

 
Support laws that protect our natural 

resources.
 

Oppose laws that give away resources.
 

Support funding for education.
 

Support restructuring of student loan 
debt.

 
Support Net Neutrality. 

 
Work to remove marijuana as a 

schedule one drug.  


